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Tile Tales
When you get a glimpse of the beautiful Flint Faience tiles in our Old-House Living home (above and page 46), you might not believe they were made in a spark plug factory. But it’s true—these tiles with fabulous glazes and unique decorative elements were an early offshoot of the auto industry! Head online to learn more about Flint Faience’s unique business model, and to see more gorgeous tile photos.

More Door Ideas
If you’re outfitting an entryway on a Victorian, Colonial Revival, or mid-century modern house, the ideas on page 40 will set you on the right path. But what about the beloved bungalow? Don’t worry, Arts & Crafts aficionados, we didn’t forget about you—you can find our picks for bungalow entries online.

Hardware Help
If your exterior shutters could use a little TLC, the case study starting on page 42 offers plenty of advice for rehabilitating their wooden components. If it’s shutter hardware you need help with, we’ve got you covered there, too. Check out our online version of the story for links to step-by-step tutorials on shutter hardware repairs, from fixing loose pintles to fashioning new rivets for strap hinges.
Rejuvenation is built on a passionate love affair with history, architecture, and bringing back the best lighting and house parts ever made. We obsess over the details of period authenticity and great design like no one else.
Working Outdoors

IT’S TIME TO FINALLY ADMIT IT: My yard won’t look like the neighbors’—home to perfect flowerbeds and spotless lawns—any time soon. I’m still trying to eradicate all the dandelions that sprang up over the seven years’ time that the house was effectively vacant, and tame the English ivy that grew unchecked for several decades before that.

However, I can dream. And when I conjure up my picture-perfect landscape, it largely resembles the one around this issue’s Old-House Living home: sprawling, lush lawn; beautiful flowerbeds; stone benches and reflecting pond, punctuated by patches of tulips and grape hyacinths. So I was heartened to hear that when that home’s owners, Mike Sanders and Tom Williams, purchased their Mediterranean Revival gem, its landscape was so out-of-control that the grand house was barely visible from the street! There’s hope for my yard yet. (Their story begins on page 46.)

Curb appeal is important, of course, and two stories in this issue can help you maintain yours. “Shingle Savvy” will teach you how to remove and replace individual wood shingles when only a few are damaged, a spot repair that can save you money (see page 42). And “Shutter Case” offers a tutorial on getting stuck, falling-apart shutters back into working order once more (see page 36).

But old-house priorities encompass more than just curb appeal. Since the last issue, I attended my first statewide preservation conference here in Michigan. The Michigan Historic Preservation Network met recently in Flint—a city that’s home to some stunning architecture from Victorian to mid-century, with a few Art Deco gems thrown in for good measure. There I attended some excellent educational sessions, like one on historic district commissioner training, and met passionate preservationists such as Sharon Ferraro of Kalamazoo’s Old House Network. It was nice to be surrounded by so many like-minded old-house folk. I aim to bring you more of their spirit, and their stories, in future issues.
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Kitchen Kudos
What a wonderful kitchen transformation by homeowners Ryan and Montana ["Rebirth of a Kitchen," June/July]. The finished product [right] is a result of their thoughtful and dedicated research, and following the “ghost marks” of the original kitchen’s layout. At first I was surprised that they installed the 1954 GE fridge, but after hearing of its great features, I thought, why not? Bringing up the Roper stove from the basement made a perfect complement to the GE fridge. Commendations to Montana and Ryan for their reuse of items still in good working order, and to the ReUse Center in Minneapolis for providing a source.

Jill C. Howland
Via OldHouseOnline.com

Remuddle or Remodel?
I’d like to make an observation about your latest Remuddling ["Defensive Maneuver," June/July]. Based on my experience as a restoration specialist here in New England, I’d say there’s a possibility that the remuddled house [above] was not originally built as an Italianate. It looks like an earlier two-story, two-room-deep half house that had its colonial gable roof “modernized” in the Italianate style sometime after 1840. The fenestration is definitely that of a half house—but instead of adding the other half, they constructed an ell, probably during the Greek Revival period, pre-1840.

Of course, this is just a guess on my part, as I have no idea where the house is located and what age houses are common there. But my hunch is that the remuddled house was built sometime before 1800.

Steve Judge
Royalton, Vermont
Reader Tip of the Month

I just received my latest copy of OHJ and read the article on stripping hardware ["Restore It Right," June/July]. I used to strip hardware that way—until I discovered the slow cooker method.

Immerse the hardware in water in a slow cooker, and add a few drops of liquid laundry detergent. Heat the slow cooker to medium heat and let it sit. Once the paint starts to change color and bubble, remove it and peel the layers of paint right off! You can use steel wool, a wire brush, or dental tools to get into the nooks and crannies. If not all of the paint comes off, you can repeat the process. This is by far the best-smelling paint removal process I’ve ever encountered!

Dee Psalia
Via email

Got a great tip to share with other old-house lovers? Let us know at OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.

Devil in the Details

I enjoyed reading the stripping hardware article ["Restore It Right"] in the June/July issue, but there is a slight error. The pieces being stripped [above] are not Victorian coat hooks—they’re actually handrail supports, as evidenced by the tip where the band goes around to be screwed to the railing.

William Melton
Charleston, West Virginia
Window Woes

Most old-house owners have figured out the tricks for making their homes more energy efficient without compromising their historic character. But for new products—like windows—that are made to replicate old ones, the waters of energy efficiency are about to get a lot muddier, thanks to new building code updates.

The crux of the issue is the upgraded International Energy Conservation Code, which aims to increase the energy efficiency of residential structures. The newest code tightens requirements for several energy performance variables on windows and requires that all new windows be certified and labeled by the National Fenestration Rating Council. However, makers of authentic reproduction windows are finding the new standards unfeasible.

"Most of my customers want single-glazed weight-and-pulley windows with old glass," says Hap Shepherd, owner of Maurer & Shepherd Joyners, a reproduction window manufacturer. Because the new standards don't take into account the use of interior storms to increase efficiency, "making the windows that energy efficient is next to impossible," says Shepherd. The high cost of getting windows certified also presents a roadblock for small manufacturers.

The one bright spot for owners of old houses, Shepherd says, is that the regulations can be waived for replacement windows in existing homes that have a historic designation. However, additions are subject to the updated standards, as are old houses that are disassembled, moved, and rebuilt with new windows.

"We try to make a historically correct house that meets the energy code by using insulation," says Leonard Baum, an architect who specializes in historic reproductions. "But when it comes to the windows, something's got to give. The new code almost dictates a triple-pane, argon-filled glass assembly, which you can't do with old glass."

So far, 25 states are phasing in the 2009 IECC, and more may convert to the more stringent 2012 IECC in the coming years. To find out more about energy codes in your state, visit energycodesgovern.org/code-status.
The front porch is one of the most constant (and beloved) features on old houses, fronting everything from vernacular Creole cottages to high-style Queen Annes. In *Porches of North America*, author Thomas Durant Visser traces the evolution of this venerable gathering place in its myriad forms, from piazzas and loggias to verandas and porte-cochères—even diminutive front stoops are included. The well-researched and informative tome may not be coffee-table glossy—the photos, both historic and contemporary, are mostly small and black-and-white—but for anyone aiming to replicate a missing porch on a historic home, it's essential background information.

Equally useful for a range of outdoor repairs is Scottish stonemason Ian Cramb's self-published handbook *The Stonemason's Gospel*. Drawing upon his 58 years restoring historic stone buildings in Scotland and the U.S., Cramb offers up hard-won wisdom on every aspect of the process, from mixing mortar to laying stone. Most of his instructions are imparted via annotated hand drawings, making it easy to follow processes such as building a rubble wall. Considering the time Cramb spent as master stonemason at Scotland's Iona Abbey, the book unsurprisingly leans toward the ecclesiastical (with tutorials on building Gothic arches), but there's plenty of information applicable to the average old-house owner, too.
Q: The chimney on my Second Empire Victorian is falling apart, and the flat metal portion of my roof needs to be replaced. Since extensive repairs are needed, I'm considering removing the chimney and installing a tower, widow's walk, or even a roof deck, but I don't want to ruin the house by adding something that doesn't belong. At the same time, I want to expand my house and love the idea of roof access. What would you suggest?

A: Don't take down the chimney; it's part of the architecture. You may not want to restore wood-burning fireplaces in the house, but a future owner might, and would need the chimney. Remember that the fireplace, even for Victorians who had central heat, was a focal point of the room. Instead, I recommend rebuilding the chimney. If it's in very poor condition, the mortar between the bricks may come off easily, allowing a mason to save the old bricks. They are most likely water-struck bricks from a wood kiln, and worth saving.

A few likely will break during the cleaning and handling process, so you may need to find some similar ones. Your mason can try salvaging from the back side and putting “new” matching bricks in the back of the chimney, out of sight. Take a picture of what you have, and find a mason who won't try to talk you out of salvaging your bricks and using a lime-based mortar (something like nine parts sand, two parts hydrated lime, and one part light Portland cement). The softer lime-based mortar is important because old bricks are soft, and they will be ruined by hard cement mortars.

A roof deck for a top-floor condo in a five-story row house makes sense because there isn't any other outdoor space available to the owners, and the kitchen is only one story away. But this isn't the case with your house. Instead, I would create more space outdoors. Your photographs show a small side patio and some room at the back of the house. Leaving the chimney and maximizing outdoor space on the ground floor would be a better idea, and doesn't negatively impact your available liv—
ing space. A patio at ground level would be less expensive to construct than a roof deck and also more accessible.

Your house sits low to the ground with little or no berm; one step out the side door could land you on a generous patio. Patios usually create lower sight lines from the neighbors and passers-by than a deck, which translates to more privacy. Part of your patio would be shaded by the wonderful large tree at the left of your house. If you continued it around to the back of the house, it would find sun. And if additional privacy is a concern, you could plant a hedge or build a wood screen that repeats some of the molding elements found on the house.

Yours appears to be a very rocky site, but those rocks wouldn't make a good patio surface. Instead, I'd lay an irregularly shaped stone like bluestone or slate, which would complement your natural yard stones. You could even use some of the rocks from your site to build a back or side wall, which could double as seating and a perch for plantings. A large rock of just the right size would make a great step from the door onto the patio, and you could even create a fire pit using stones from your own backyard. Be careful about asking the chimney mason to do your patio stonework—these are different skill sets, and most masons don't have them both.

Once you know everything you want to include on your patio—such as seating, a grill, or outdoor lighting—you have to find a place for it. Draw it out like you would an interior room. Remember to think about where the sun is on your patio, and remember the utilities, too. At a minimum, you'll probably want a source of water and power. Speaking of water, make sure the small hillside in the back has a place to drain.

If a patio involves too much stonework, you could build a wood deck very low to the ground. You would need to dig out the footprint to accommodate 8" to 12" of stone drainage below the deck. Such a low deck wouldn't require a railing by code. (The maximum height a deck can be without a handrail is 30") A couple of built-in bench seats could cordon off the edge of the deck, as well as provide seating, and wrapping the bench around a corner would allow you to put the table there. I wouldn't overdo the benches; instead, simply step down to the yard in most areas. As with the patio, you'll need to determine where things will go and grow. Whatever you choose, be sure to revisit your final plan and make sure you have allotted enough space for a table, chairs, a grill, etc., with room to walk around or between them.

MORE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Q:

A: I had awnings installed on the west side of my 1900 Shingle Victorian. The frame is galvanized pipe with connectors made for this purpose. The fabric is Sunbrella, the state of the art in this application. They're holding up well, just a little wear around the attaching brackets due to the wind. The temperature difference has been amazing. I have central air conditioning now, but only use it for about two to three weeks in the summer. (I live in the Detroit area.) Before the awnings, this house was a Dutch oven, and once warm, it would not cool down, even at night. –Mark

A: The nice thing about awnings is that they can be custom-made to fit your exact dimensions. You also can choose between a lot of different awning materials to fit your budget. Believe it or not, getting awnings on a few windows won't break your wallet, and is cheaper than you think. –Dave

A: The standard way to cool a house in the summer, as practiced by my Ohio and New England relatives, which I can say works from personal experience: Open the house at night, especially a low window and one at the top of the house—the door to the basement and the attic window work very well. If you have a breeze, open windows on both sides of the house; many old houses have interior doors and windows lined up to facilitate this. At 7 a.m., close the windows and pull all shades and curtains. If done consistently, the house will stay cool. –Jane

Have questions about your old house? We'd love to answer them in future issues. Please send your questions to Ask OHJ, 4125 Lafayette Center Dr., Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151 or by e-mail to OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
Zealand is reimagined as

By Clare Martin

a meticulous restoration in the 1970s by a couple who used it as their private home, by the time Cannon, Refo, and interior designer Stephen Cashmore came on the scene, the house had become, in Cannon's words, "soulless and cold." Most of the original wallpaper had been removed (except for the gold-leaf-patterned pressed paper in the dining room, which is protected by New Zealand's Historic Places Trust), and the walls had all been g

depainted white. Although much of the ornate woodwork throughout the house remained intact and unpainted, the whitewashed rooms weren't doing it justice. I

"Dressing a formal house like this without wallpaper is like going out in the winter

Architecturally speaking, there's not much that can compete with the majestic natural beauty of New Zealand's South Island. But Otahuna Lodge, a seven-room luxury hotel set amidst the rocky hills south of Christchurch, is a prime contender.

Built in 1895, the lodge is often cited the finest example of Queen Anne architecture in New Zealand, where imported Victorian details often coalesced into an amalgam of Eastlake, Gothic, and classical styles. Otahuna originally served as the home of Sir Heaton Rhodes, a well-respected politician who lived there until his death at age 95 in 1956. The lodge changed hands several times over the next five decades, serving as everything from a seminary to a commune, before Americans Hall Cannon and Miles Refo bought it in 2006 with the vision of turning it into a luxury retreat.

"In such a young country, it's very rare to have anything with this history associated with it," Cannon observes. "That, plus the chance to grow all of our own food on-site, made it the perfect proposition."

Although the lodge had undergone a meticulous restoration in the 1970s by a couple who used it as their private home, by the time Cannon, Refo, and interior designer Stephen Cashmore came on the scene, the house had become, in Cannon's words, "soulless and cold." Most of the original wallpaper had been removed (except for the gold-leaf-patterned pressed paper in the dining room, which is protected by New Zealand's Historic Places Trust), and the walls had all been painted white. Although much of the ornate woodwork throughout the house remained intact and unpainted, the whitewashed rooms weren't doing it justice.

"Dressing a formal house like this without wallpaper is like going out in the winter
without an overcoat on," says Cashmore. He sought to return color and texture to the house, but did so in a way that reflects its traditional use. In the drawing room, for instance, the walls sport a light blue wisteria-patterned paper that highlights the room's centerpiece: an Eastlake-style inglenook. "The drawing room would have been the domain of the lady of the house," Cashmore explains, "so the colors designed to reflect the traditional colors used in drawing rooms." Although the team used original photos of the house as a reference for the restoration, Cannon and Refo wanted to evoke the home's past rather than produce a slavish copy. "We wanted Otahuna to stand as an example of how history can be interpreted in the present day," Cannon says. While old photos showed rooms crowded with Sheraton furniture and hunting trophies, for example, today that opulence is evoked through wool- and leather-clad furniture and local artwork. The dining-room sideboard was the only original piece of furniture left in the house, so Cashmore designed many of the replacements (including headboards, bathroom vanities, and a sideboard for the drawing room) himself, taking cues from the era of the house. He scoured antique shops across the country to find lighting fixtures. "I first saw the brass lighting fixtures in the reception hall in a shop in Auckland 20 years ago," he says. "They were still there when I went to pick out lighting fixtures for Otahuna."

In addition to the interior restoration, the surrounding 20 acres of gardens also were revived. When the house was first built for Sir Heaton, the grounds were virtually bare, so he had a series of gardens installed around

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Otahuna's expansive porches and verandas display fine Queen Anne woodwork. Cannon and Refo revived Sir Heaton Rhodes' "Daffodil Day" tradition of inviting the public to view the lodge and grounds during peak blooming season. The Eastlake-style inglenook and stained glass in the drawing room are original to the house.
The first-floor Botanical Suite, located in the former morning room, features woodwork similar to that in the drawing room.

The house— including a frog pond, a formal knot garden, and a field of daffodils—most of which were completely overgrown by the time Cannon and Refo took over the house. Using aerial photos of the grounds, head gardener Steve Marcham brought them back to their original appearance. As they were in Sir Heaton's day, the grounds are used to grow fruit, vegetables, and herbs, and raise sheep, chickens, pigs, and occasionally cattle, all of which figure prominently on the lodge's menu.

Although the initial restoration of Otahuna Lodge was completed in just four months, recent years have seen the need for more work to repair damage from Christchurch's series of crippling earthquakes. The September 2010 quake toppled all of the house's 11 chimneys, sending some crumbling into original tiled fireplaces. Cannon and Refo hired Fletcher Construction to rebuild the uniquely patterned chimneys; to prevent damage from future earthquakes, they designed the chimneys with concrete block centers and a brick veneer that replicates the originals. The broken tiles were replaced with match-
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Fast Forward

A new gift will expand the University of Oregon's historic preservation program. We explored how with Professor and Program Director Kingston Heath.

By Demetra Apostoros

DEMETRA APOSTOROS: Tell me about the University of Oregon's current historic preservation offerings.

KINGSTON HEATH: Our graduate program is 32 years old and has one of the most highly ranked preservation programs in the field. We have about 35 graduate students and 15 undergraduates enrolled in our two programs.

DA: You just received a $2.8 million gift in the form of an irrevocable will. Who is it from, and how will it impact your program?

KH: The gift is from Art DeMuro, the president of Venerable Group, Inc., a Portland company dedicated to heritage development, preservation, and adaptive reuse. There are several aspects to the gift, including launching an annual symposium in Portland, hiring talented new staff, and a $60,000-per-year fund for operations and to help move the program from Eugene to Portland, if approved by the Oregon University System. Dedicated space in the Skidmore Building, an extension of DeMuro's award-winning adaptive reuse of the White Stag Building, will be the new home of the graduate program. That places our students in a dynamic urban core with a national reputation for sustainable building and planning practices, and gives our students the possibility of engaging in new ways with exceptional local professionals and building fabric.

DA: So what kinds of opportunities will Portland bring?

KH: We're going to use Portland and its environs as a laboratory. For one, DeMuro plans to help us find an underutilized building to rehabilitate—as a classroom design exercise—into affordable housing for our students, so those taking our Preservation Economics course will have to utilize economic drivers of design on a real-life situation. Moving the program to Portland also will let us introduce some new classes. Our historic archaeologist, Rick Minor, is excited about teaching a course on Industrial Archaeology and Preservation there, and we're already offering a class on Sustainable Transportation and Preservation in Portland. Ever since the grant was announced, people have come forth who are incredibly creative and well-credentialed. This will help us to reinvigorate our program.

DA: And you also have two field schools?

KH: Yes, our award-winning Pacific Northwest Field School, operating for 18 years, addresses the heritage needs of the entire Northwest region in concert with several partners from the National Park Service. For nearly five years now we've run a Croatia Conservation Field School, together with the Trogir Ministry of Culture there. It focuses on the traditional stone building culture of several islands off the Dalmatian coast.

DA: What about your new concentration in green preservation?

KH: Within the Ecological Design certificate, we have identified an integrated set of courses on green preservation, offering, in part, guidance on the treatment of pre-existing buildings where the Secretary of the Interior's Standards come to bear. We're seeing more architecture students wanting to know about historic preservation practices and policies. This is a good time for preservation-oriented architecture students, given the realities of working with existing buildings and LEED certification.
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**Glass Cutter**

Whether you're repairing stained glass or fixing broken window panes, a good glass cutter is essential.

By Ray Tschoepe

Many years ago, I was touring a stained glass art studio, and I passed by several stations where glass craftsmen were busy cutting irregularly shaped pieces of glass destined for a church window.

I was surprised to see that they were using the same wheel-style glass cutters I use at home for window restoration. Since then, I've acquired a small number of cutters that I use for scoring window glass.

**How It Works**

Non-motorized cutters fall into two categories: wheel and diamond. Wheel cutters are exactly what they sound like: a small (around ⅛" diameter), sharp-edged wheel mounted on a pin-sized axle at the end of a pencil-like rod. Pressure from your hand is transmitted to the wheel as it rolls along the intended cut line. The wheel's tapered edges magnify the pressure at the point of contact, crushing the glass on the surface. When the glass is bent away from this "score" line, it will most likely break along the line. (If it doesn't, it might mean you have a dull wheel, dirty glass, or inconsistent pressure along the score line.)

Diamond-style cutters work similarly, but they rely on the relative hardness of a diamond positioned at the tip of the rod to score the glass surface. They also change direction with relative ease. With a little practice, both styles can do an excellent job, so the type you choose is primarily a personal preference.

**What to Look For**

When you're shopping for a wheel cutter, look for one with a tungsten carbide wheel if you see a fair amount of glass cutting in your future. Otherwise, a steel wheel will work fine for the occasional window repair.

More expensive wheel cutters ($30 to $40) usually include a reservoir that metes glass-cutting oil onto the wheel as you work, which helps it rotate freely on the axle. (Diamond cutters generally don't require oil.) Some even have replaceable heads for those who do a lot of glass cutting. Less expensive versions can be had for a few dollars; they (along with most diamond cutters) are simply discarded when they dull and start to skip.

Even the least expensive tools will usually feature a ⅛"-long crenulated segment of steel just above the wheel. This segment has three to four slots that are gauged to fit over common glass thicknesses. When a bump of glass is left behind on an otherwise perfect break, these slots can be used to break off the jagged edges and grind the glass down to the original score line.

Finally, many glass cutters also have a small metal ball at the end opposite the wheel or the diamond. Some people use this to tap the glass on the underside of this to tap the glass on the underside of this to facilitate breakage. It's a helpful technique to aid in the cutting of complex curves.

**The Bottom Line**

If you foresee window repairs in your future, spend some time researching quality cutters. Don't buy more than you need, but buy the highest quality you can afford. If you're like me, you'll have it the rest of your life.

Ray Tschoepe, one of OJ's contributing editors, is the director of conservation at the Fairmount Park Historic Preservation Trust in Philadelphia.
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Clean Cuts

Pruning is essential garden work—and it's a lot easier if you have the right tools for the job.

Story and Photos by Lee Reich

Trees, shrubs, and vines are what give a home landscape an enduring quality. But these woody plants need occasional—and in some cases more than occasional—pruning.

Pruning helps young plants develop strong, attractive form; when they're older, it helps maintain their beauty and stave off decrepitude that comes from a buildup of dead wood and disease. Decades and centuries ago, such work was entrusted to gardeners, who were both knowledgeable and affordable. Knowledge is still indispensable, but today's tools make most pruning jobs easily tackled by homeowners.

Hedge Your Bets

Take, for instance, a long, tall, stately hedge that separates an outdoor space into garden "rooms." In the past, trimming this hedge would have meant climbing a ladder with hand hedge shears (essentially giant scissors) in tow. Today, pole hedge shears make this job easier and less dangerous. With feet firmly planted on the ground, you can reach heights of 10' or more to trim a wall of greenery, and the pole trimmer's articulating head lets you trim the top flat or at any other angle.

LEFT: Long-reach shears make ladders obsolete for maintaining high vines.
Blade Choices

The business end of hand shears or loppers has either an anvil blade or a bypass (sometimes called "scissors") blade. Anvil-type shears have a sharp blade that comes down on top of an opposing blade, which has a flat edge made of plastic or a soft metal so as not to dull the sharp edge. Bypass pruners work more like scissors, with two sharpened blades sliding past each other.

Anvil shears generally are cheaper than bypass shears—but the price difference is reflected in the resulting cut. Unless the single, sharp blade is kept truly sharp, an anvil pruner will crush part of the stem. And if the two blades do not mate perfectly, the cut will be incomplete, leaving the two pieces of the stem attached by threads of tissue. That wide, flattened blade also makes it more difficult to get the tool right up against the base of the stem you want to remove.

No pole is needed, of course, for shearing low hedges. Once again, these tools run the gamut between hand, corded and cordless electric, and gasoline-powered. Convenience counts for any hedge, large or small, because repeated shearing—three times or more throughout the growing season, depending on the plant and the climate—is needed to force new, densely branching growth. You'll know hedges need trimming when they start to look scraggly—similarly to when you decide you need a haircut. After a few years, a hedge tends to get larger or out of shape—then it's time for a more drastic cutting back into older wood, followed by periodic shearing (begun before the "new" hedge is full-size) to help new growth fill in densely.
Shrub Solutions
For trees or informal shrubs, such as lilacs, forsythias, and mockoranges, the goals are opposite of those for sheared hedges—in this case, you need to make fewer cuts into older wood. Occasional shortening of some stems and lopping off of others keeps trees invigorated and shapely. Less pruning is needed as a tree ages, except for many kinds of fruit trees. (For more on pruning fruit trees, see oldhouseonline.com/invigoratingold-apple-trees.) With shrubs, you’ll also need to remove some of these so those that remain have sufficient room to develop. Modern hand shears (what the Brits call secateurs), loppers, and saws make these jobs easier.

Because a pair of hand shears is such a useful tool—one I often drop into my back pocket before I walk out into the garden—it pays to check out the style, weight, hand fit, and balance of several models to ensure the most comfortable fit. Some modern innovations include shears that are adjustable to hand size or have rotating grips to ease hand strain. (The rotation feels odd to me, but that’s a personal preference.) Shears with ratcheting action make it easier to slice through thicker stems, although the handle does need to be squeezed together repeatedly. A small but potentially bothersome feature is the locking mechanism, which can require two hands to lock or unlock; I like the way my ARS shears unlock with a mere squeeze of the handles.

For pruning branches larger than \( \frac{1}{4} \)\( ^{\prime}\) across and up to about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in diameter, you need lopping shears, usually just called loppers. This tool is essentially the same as hand shears, except the blades are beefier, and the handle is a couple or more feet long. I like the Fiskars Powergear loppers; they combine the best of new materials and technology, with super-light handles and a gearing mechanism that packs more power into each cut to make the job easier.

That \( \frac{1}{2} \)\( ^{\prime}\)-thick branch could, of course, be sawn off instead; a saw is a must-have for larger-diameter branches. The most important part of a modern pruning saw is the blade, and today’s best blades are alternately referred to as turbo, Japanese, tri-edge, or three-angled. Each tooth on these blades has three bevels, which translates into fast, smooth cutting.
and even for more dramatic cuts on limbs 3" or 4" in diameter.

**Tree Time**

Even though trees generally require little pruning once mature, there is the occasional dead, broken, or misplaced branch that needs removal. For cutting individual branches higher up in a tree or bush, we're back to poles. A good turbo blade on the end of a pole can reach 15' up into a tree. Modern technology has greatly improved pole saws; previous versions had either heavy wooden handles or fiberglass ones that tended to flex like fishing poles, making them difficult to control. The best modern pole pruners, such as those made by Silky and ARS, have smooth-sliding, quick-locking, lightweight, and relatively rigid poles made from aluminum with oval or square cross-sections.

Lee Reich is the author of several gardening books, including The Pruning Book (Taunton Press, 2011).

Smaller, high-reaching branches that don't warrant a saw also can be pruned with your feet planted on terra firma. Loppers and hand shears also come in pole equivalents in various effective designs. You don't have to keep moving a ladder around, so your pruning jobs are easier and quicker.

The traditional bow saw, comprised of a thin, sharp, inexpensive, and replaceable blade pulled taut between the ends of a similarly inexpensive bow of metal tubing, also makes fast and clean cuts. That bow, however, does keep this saw from getting into tight spaces.

Beyond the blade, what makes a pruning saw more or less desirable gets more personal. There are saws available with curved or straight blades, wooden or rubber handles, in folding and non-folding designs. The smallest saws are compact and light enough to carry along on an early-season stroll through the yard for corrective cuts here and there on trees and shrubs,
Spruce up your house inside and out with these new picks.

**Console Prize**

Opulence is the name of the game for Victorian-era bathrooms, and Stone Forest's new Renaissance console sink unabashedly delivers on that count, with a sinuous honed marble basin supported by delicate brass legs that echo its graceful curves. Available in either Carrara or Calacatta marble, the basin's wide sides offer ample room for stashing toiletries, making this sink as practical as it is beautiful. $6,210. Call (888) 682-2987, or visit stoneforest.com.

**Industrial Strength**

When it comes to outdoor lighting, you want something that looks like it can weather the storm—particularly for hanging on exposed areas like a sidewalk or garage. With its artfully rusted finish and "explosion-proof" metal cage, Troy Lighting's industrial-inspired Allegheny fixture fits the bill. It's a great complement for houses with a rustic bent, from colonial-era farmhouses to Arts & Crafts bungalows. $447. Call (626) 336-4511, or visit troylighting.com.

**Pretty in Plaid**

It's rare to find a bedcover that's steeped in history, but the blankets from North Carolina-based Artisan Weavers are a notable exception. The company's stock of cotton-and-wool blankets is largely based on historic patterns—their latest offering, a plaid coverlet, is rooted in a mid-19th-century pattern from the archives of the Museum of Southern Decorative Arts. With a mustard-colored field and brown and turquoise accents, it's a natural fit for pre-Victorian homes. $130. Call (336) 605-9002, or visit artisanweavers.com.

**Shutter Statement**

Looking for a finishing touch for your bungalow? Shutterstile's Arts & Crafts collection brings a revivalist spin to window shutters, reimagining them through the lens of the movement's decorative elements. The shutters' construction resembles the frame-and-panel doors favored during the era, while an interchangeable inset tile provides a Mission-influenced accent. The shutters can be stained or painted any color, and tile options include art tiles by Trikeenan Tileworks. From $250 per pair. Call (804) 493-1111, or visit shutterstile.com.
**tools & materials**

Our editors pick the best products to make your old-house projects easier.

Masterful Entry

Thanks to its versatility and performance, FEIN's MultiMaster oscillating universal power tool has long been a favorite among professionals. Now the company has introduced an entry-level MultiMaster that's a great fit for DIYers, at half the price of the original. The special package comes with a set of basic accessories, including an E-cut universal saw blade that works on metal and wood, a sanding attachment with four pads, and a rigid scraper blade for removing floor coverings and adhesive residue. A rapid-change system lets you quickly switch accessories without a wrench, and the tool's rugged construction includes a 250-watt motor, as well as metal gears and gear case. $199. Call (412) 922-8886, or visit multimaster.info.

Clean Shave

Removing paint is a task every restorer will encounter sooner or later. For years, American International Tool's Paintshaver Pro has eased the chore, shaving paint cleanly away in a single pass from clapboards, shingles, shakes, and other flat trim and wood, its built-in dust shroud meeting EPA guidelines for lead paint removal when attached to a HEPA vacuum designed for hazardous materials. Now the company offers new diamond-tipped blades (in addition to their standard carbide), which enables the stripping of harder surfaces like concrete and steel as well. The blades also last 10 times longer when used on painted wood surfaces. The Paintshaver Pro starts at $599; diamond-tipped blades, $199. Call (800) 932-5872, or visit paintshaver.com.

Waterless Wonder

Cleaning dirty masonry just got a little easier, thanks to American Building Restoration Products' waterless fireplace cleaner. Working like a facial peel, the poultice applies as a liquid and pulls moisture into it as it dries, sucking out dirt at the same time. The cleaner takes six to eight hours to dry, then peels neatly away to reveal a visibly cleaner masonry surface. One gallon can cover up to 125 square feet of flat surface. $79.95 per gallon. Call (800) 346-7532, or visit abrp.com.
A Pennsylvania couple turns back the clock on their 18th-century farmhouse by removing multiple layers of misguided updates.

Story by Clare Martin  ♦  Photos by Angle Eye Photography
When they first happened upon it, Mike and Kathy Dolan's 1776 stone farmhouse wasn't much to look at. In fact, the yard was so overgrown with brush that Mike couldn't even see the house from the road. Yet, having just lost a bid on another nearby house, he was compelled by the "For Sale" sign to pull into the driveway.

"It was a total mess," he remembers. White stucco encased the stone façade; inside, the house's simple colonial-era features had been covered with cheap paneling, drywall, and carpet. The house had been long neglected and vacant for several months, and the attic was filled with black walnuts brought in by invading squirrels. Mike and Kathy even glimpsed a dead mouse in the bathtub. But the couple had always dreamed of owning an old house, so Kathy's directive was clear: "Don't let this one get away."

Determined not to lose out on another bid, the Dolans made a bold move, put-

**LEFT:** The Dolans painted the living room's new fireplace surrounds in historic colonial-era colors. **ABOVE:** To complement the newly uncovered stone façade, the breezeway's vinyl siding was replaced with salvaged hand-hewn log siding.
PRODUCTS: Living/Dining Room:
- New hardware, Heritage Metalworks;
- Antique hardware, Monroe Coldren & Son;
- Fireplace surrounds, McGinnis Millwork;
- Paint, Authentic Colors of Philadelphia line, Finnaren & Haley;
- Living room table and chairs, McLimans Furniture Warehouse;
- Chandeliers, Irvin's Country Tinware.

Master Bedroom: Four-poster bed, McLimans Furniture Warehouse.

Digging In

Despite the major challenges that lay ahead, the Dolans remained excited about their purchase. "I couldn't sleep all night after our initial walk-through because I was envisioning its potential," says Kathy. The couple was fortunate to have a valuable ally—Mike's brother, Jeff, an architect who specializes in old houses with the firm Period Architecture Ltd. Having already sold their previous house, Mike and Kathy moved in and slowly began removing layers of updates to reveal the house's remaining original features.

The living-room ceiling, for example, had been covered with layers of drywall, a band-aid approach to help stave off failure of the original plaster, likely caused by the house settling over time. "When we started peeling it back, we found these beautiful joists," says Jeff. "I couldn't imagine why anyone would want to cover them up." They cleaned the joists with water and a brush to remove built-up dirt and debris without affecting the wood's time-worn character.

Also original to the living room are the twin fireplaces flanking the space, which had been remodeled with unsympathetic surrounds. Jeff used his knowledge of similar homes of the same era to design replacements. Although today the room is one large, open space, "we think this would have originally been a two-bay, three-room house," he explains, "so they would have done different treatments for the fireplaces on each side of the building." For the dining side of the room, cabinetmaker Kevin McGinnis (Mike and Jeff's cousin) made a raised-panel surround, while the living-room side features tongue-and-groove paneling.

LEFT & BELOW: Kevin McGinnis removed unsympathetic paneling and created new fireplace walls. The door at left hides an office cubby with the family computer. OPPOSITE, TOP: In the dining room, plasterer Jack Thompson maintained the traditional curves around the windows and doors, called "witches' corners." OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: When Mike and Kathy bought the house, the kitchen had been split into two rooms; they opened it back up by removing a pantry.
ABOVE: The master bedroom's exposed stone wall contains a flue for the dining-room fireplace, which was too damaged to save. LEFT: A restored antique door latch by Monroe Coldren & Son adds a note of authenticity to the stairwell door.

Throughout the house, Mike and Jeff made a point to uncover original finishes wherever possible, replacing them with like-minded materials when they encountered unsalvageable deterioration. In the master bedroom, they again peeled back layers of deteriorated plaster, exposing chestnut log joists (along with a few thousand black walnuts stashed by the squirrels who had invaded the house). They replaced the plaster with rough-sawn cedar planks at the attic floor level, which also allowed for extra storage space in the attic.

When removing deteriorated plaster walls, they uncovered stone matching the house's exterior underneath one wall, evidence that the master bedroom and dining room below were a later addition to the house. They left the wall exposed, and Mike seized the opportunity to drill channels within it to run electrical wires. Plasterer Jack Thompson then re-plastered the bedroom's other three walls with a slightly textured finish. "It would have been easy to put up drywall," says Mike, "but we wanted them refinished like they would have been originally."

Stone Freed
Another major layer that needed to be removed was the white stucco encasing the exterior, which Mike and Jeff suspect was added to avoid having to repoint the historic lime-based mortar. Based on the home's age, Mike guessed that the stucco façade might be harboring stone underneath, but he wasn't quite sure what he'd find when he chipped a piece of it away with a ham-

For More Information:
Ambris Residential Masonry: (215) 426-9098
Finnaren & Haley: fhpaint.com
Heritage Metalworks: heritage-metalworks.com
Irvin's Country Tinware: irvins.com
McGinnis Millwork: mcginnismillwork.com
McLimans Furniture Warehouse: mclimans.com
Monroe Coldren & Son: monroe coldren.com
Vixen Hill: vixenhill.com
ABOVE: Removing the stucco from the house's stone exterior took mason Cleveland Ambris three months. Beneath the stucco were pitted fieldstones, accented on the corners by massive irregular stones. BELOW: Hardwood floors, beadboard paneling, and traditional décor help the family-room addition blend with the rest of the house.

mer. "On a lot of houses of this period, the corners might be really nice, but the middle might be brick or inferior stone," he explains. After stonemason Cleveland Ambris had removed a full wall's worth of stucco, Mike was relieved to see that the house was a uniform fieldstone with a distinctive pitted texture. "It's almost like lava rock," says Jeff. "I've never seen stone like this before."

Working single-handedly, Ambris carefully chiseled off all the stucco, then repointed all the joints with a lime-based mortar mix based on samples of the old mortar, carefully replicating the original crown point. "The entire process took him about three months," Jeff says.

The windows were another important project—a previous owner had haphazardly fitted off-the-shelf vinyl replacements into the original casings, using 2x4s and trim to compensate for the differences in size. To bring the house back to its original look, Mike selected custom six-over-six wood windows from Marvin, which Kevin helped to fit in the original casings.

The finishing touch for the house's exterior has yet to be added. Forced to find a quick solution to their leaky roof, Mike and Kathy had it replaced with asphalt shingles when they first moved in, but plan to eventually upgrade to a more period-appropriate cedar shake roof.

Here to Stay
To help the 2,100-square-foot-house better accommodate the Dolans' growing family, Jeff designed a board-and-batten-sided family room addition off the rear of the house. While the addition features new flooring and drywall, the original stone exterior wall remains exposed to connect it to the rest of the building. "We probably spend about 90 percent of our time there," says Mike.

With three kids now, Mike and Kathy plan to expand their living space again; Jeff designed a mastersuite addition to fit on top of the mudroom and garage that pays homage to the style of early 20th-century farmhouse revivalist R. Brognard Okie.

"As our family has grown over the years, we've looked into bigger homes," says Kathy, "but after sinking so much sweat equity into this one, nothing else measures up."
THIS PAGE: Ted Robertson hangs the good-as-new shutters on the Gothic Revival house.

OPPOSITE: The deteriorated shutters are disassembled for stripping (left); a heat gun helps to remove layers of old paint (right).
A meticulous but straightforward repair process leaves century-old shutters looking good as new.

Architecture is all about the details—Modernist architect Mies van der Rohe expressed this best with his famous statement that “God is in the details.” Shutters are inarguably one of a house’s most significant details; historically, they shielded delicate fabrics from the sun, protected fragile glass from inclement weather, and also offered security, privacy, and ventilation. Now merely window dressing, shutters are frequently misunderstood and installed as an afterthought.

For homeowner Michael Orman, keeping the shutters on his mid-Victorian Gothic Revival cottage in Rochester, New York—one of many along historic Mt. Hope Avenue designed by nationally and locally famous architects such as Gervase Wheeler, Andrew Jackson Davis, and A.J. and J. Foster Warner—was a must for maintaining the house’s historical accuracy. When he found pieces of the shutters on the ground one day, he knew it was time to call in the pros: in this case, Ted Robertson of Kirkwall Construction.

Old vs. New
For Ted, the first step was to determine the cost of new shutters versus the cost of repairs to the originals—if they could be repaired at all. Few contractors or homeowners would consider rebuilding or restoring these double-row, peaked-top shutters, each of which has about 100 parts that must be disassembled and put back together. Wouldn’t it be easier and cheaper to order new ones?
Ted called a nationally recognized shutter manufacturer and provided all the measurements and details. Including the extras needed to replicate the original shutters—like working louvers, tilt bars, and peaked tops—the final cost was just under $1,000 per shutter. They wouldn't be an exact copy of the originals, but close.

To analyze whether the shutters could be repaired durably for a similar price, Ted took all the parts to his shop, where he and associate Mike Marini inventoried the reusable and unusable components. Like window sash, the shutters were constructed with mortise-and-tenon joints held fast with wood pegs. Many of the hinge-side stiles were rotted beyond the help of Dutchman or epoxy repairs. But the louvers were in good condition, except for paint buildup that left them unworkable.

Michael's main concern was that the shutters look appropriate to the house. Ted worried that new shutters wouldn't look right, and custom-made replicas would be far too expensive. So, he decided to repair the originals on a time and materials basis, estimating that the final cost would be less than or comparable to the new shutter price.

In Pieces
Ted and Mike started repairing the shutters by stripping paint from the ends of the louvers where their pin terminations fit into corresponding holes in the stiles, which freed the louvers from immobility. They experimented with a steam box to remove the paint, but ultimately settled on a heat gun to strip small areas (such as the stile and rail joints) and an infrared stripper along the louver-to-stile connections.

Disassembling the shutters was easy: Once the pegs were pulled or drilled out, the stiles released from the rails, and the 68 individual louvers fell away from the shutter. Fortunately, the tilt bar, the vertical stick that moves the louvers up or down, kept the numerous pieces in place and maintained the order in which they would be reinstalled.

Once the shutters were disassembled,
Although most historic shutters were similar in design, the hinge hardware varied—every hardware store or mail-order vendor sold a different design. Because Michael's house is brick, the common hinges used for a clapboard house wouldn't work—shutters on brick houses need hinges that extend past the brick reveal to the wall surface. Ted was unable to find reproduction hardware that matched the house's style, so he had new hinges custom-made by a metal fabricator.

Mike carefully stripped, scraped, chiseled, and sanded the remaining paint off the shutter shoulders and pins that engage the stiles; to get the louvers back into working order, they needed to be assembled like new, with each pin able to rotate in its hole.

Material Matters

The white pine shutters had resisted rot for a century and a half—but because pine is a soft wood, areas around the attached hardware had deteriorated due to the weight of the heavy, double-sized shutters. Rather than reuse the old, deteriorated stiles, Ted and Mike made new stiles from white oak, a species renowned for durability and its ability to tenaciously grasp hardware screws. Although joining dissimilar woods with glue generally isn't recommended, in this case it works because the louver pins are moving freely within the stile mortise holes.

After carefully measuring the original parts with calipers, Ted and Mike cut the new oak stiles from larger stock, then planed and routed them with edge beads to match the dimensions of the originals. They then clamped the old stiles to the new ones as a template, carefully marked the louver pin holes, and inserted them with a drill press. Rotted louver pins were replaced with mahogany dowels. The rail tenons and stile mortises were measured to match the originals; the mortises were cut with a mortiser, and the tenons on a table saw.

The peaked Gothic head rails also had rotted on the top edge where original paint had long since disappeared. (Unless shutters are removed for painting, the top edge of the head rail rarely gets painted unless a sympathetic painter notices deterioration or bare wood while looking down from higher work.) Using the old rails as guides, Mike and Ted made new head rails that incorporated a mortise for the center rail and tenons on each end to join to the stiles. They chose clear cedar for the head rails, since it is rot-resistant and holds paint well.

Reinserting all those louvers back into the stiles proved to be surprisingly easy. With the shutter laid flat on the workbench, Mike and Ted lined up the pieces as closely as possible, then gradually pulled them together with bar clamps until each louver was back in place.

When finished, Ted primed all surfaces of the shutters with one coat of exterior oil-based primer and two finish coats of white acrylic latex paint to contrast with the house's fawn-colored bricks. The shutters were then reinstalled, bringing the house back to its original appearance.

### Hardware Hunting

Although most historic shutters were similar in design, the hinge hardware varied—every hardware store or mail-order vendor sold a different design. Because Michael's house is brick, the common hinges used for a clapboard house wouldn't work—shutters on brick houses need hinges that extend past the brick reveal to the wall surface. Ted was unable to find reproduction hardware that matched the house's style, so he had new hinges custom-made by a metal fabricator.
Doors & More
9 ideas for outfitting your entryway in style.

By the Old-House Journal Editorial Staff

Your front door is one of the primary style statements your house makes, so it's important that all your entrance details—from the doorknob and knocker to the mailbox and house numbers—work in concert to express your home's pedigree. To help you create a period-friendly portal, we've rounded up ideas for doors and accessories for three house styles spanning more than a century.

Colonial Revival doors aimed to be formal—just like their classical predecessors—announcing to visitors that they were entering a refined space. They embraced high-end details like raised-panel doors, elaborate fanlights, distinctive door knockers, and plenty of brass.

Gaston door knocker,
The Brass Gallery,
(800) 582-7757,
brassgallery.com

Custom door,
Historic Doors, (610) 756-6187,
historicdoors.com

Ribbon & Wreath mail slot,
Vintage Hardware, (360) 379-9030,
vintagehardware.com

Log on to see our picks for outfitting Arts & Crafts entryways.

OLDHOUSEonline

www.oldhouseonline.com
**Victorian**

As with their interiors, Victorians didn’t skimp on decking out their entryways. Arched-panel double entry doors were popular on styles from Second Empire to Italianate, and often were embellished with torch-style lights (which once burned gas) to warm the front steps, plus mail slots or boxes displaying echoes of the era’s fine filigrees.

---

**Wall-mount lantern, Savoy House, (800) 801-1621, savoyhouse.com**

---

**Vertical floral design mailbox, House of Antique Hardware, (888) 223-2545, hoah.biz**

---

**S-style door knocker, Baldwin Hardware, (800) 566-1986, baldwinhardware.com**

---

**Mid-Century Modern**

Much like the homes they opened upon, mid-century modern doors were sleek and streamlined, sometimes boasting geometric arrangements of small windows to add interest. Entryway embellishments were just as unfussy, although a bit of Atomic Age whimsy (in the form of a starburst backplate for the door-knob, perhaps) might sneak in.

---

**Titan door set, Rejuvenation, (888) 401-1900, rejuvenation.com**

---

**Avalon house numbers, Atlas Homewares, (800) 799-6755, atlashomewares.com**

---

**Fontenot door, Crestview Doors, (866) 454-6302, crestviewdoors.com**

---

**www.oldhouseonline.com**
It's easy to replace wooden shingles—like the ones on this roof—individually.

When just a few wooden shingles are damaged, replacing them one at a time saves money and staves off future problems.

By Ray Tschoepe
Your roof is one of your home’s most important assets. Visually, it adds historic character and curb appeal, and structurally, it’s the primary line of defense your house has against the weather.

While most major roofing work and replacements should be left to experienced professionals with the proper safety equipment, there are a number of repairs homeowners can readily make on a variety of traditional roofing materials. Replacing wooden shingles piecemeal—as they break—is one of them.

Wooden shingles generally follow a predictable deterioration curve before they require replacement: As they age, they become brittle and develop splits. Relatively new shingles can develop splits, too, as a result of poor installation, low quality, growth defects in the wood, or an accidental encounter with a windborne tree limb. When only a few shingles are damaged across a roof, it’s relatively easy to remove them and patch in sound replacements.

### Wood Shingle Primer

Although wooden shingles are available in a wide range of sizes and textures, most are categorized by their surface and length. Surface types can be rough or smooth, with rough surfaces characteristic of a split shingle or shake, reminiscent of those cut by hand centuries ago. A smooth surface, on the other hand, is clean-sawn on both sides. The vast majority of wooden shingles tapered along their length. The thick end, called the butt, can vary in thickness from about \( \frac{1}{4} \) to more than an inch, depending on the shingle chosen. Most, however, are between \( \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \).

When it comes to length, there are generally two categories: Royal and Perfection. Royals are 24" long, while Perfections measure 18". Both can vary in width from a few inches to around a foot. There’s also a variety of shorter shingles that all have the same width and are sawn with decorative butts (the thick end of the shingle). These fancy-cuts are popular replacements for upscale Victorian-era walls and roofs, which mixed shapes to produce elaborate decorative patterns called imbrication. (For more on imbrication, see oldhouseonline.com/shingle-patterns-for-queen-anne-houses.)
5 Steps to Shingle Replacement

1. To repair broken shingles, first gather several tools: galvanized or stainless steel shingle nails, a hammer, a small block of wood, a drill, and a shingle "ripper"—a long, flat piece of metal with hooks forged into the flattened end, which is used to remove the broken shingle. You'll also need high-quality wooden shingles that match the texture and length of your originals. These should have a straight grain and no knots or other defects.

2. Remove the broken shingle by sliding the ripper beneath the center of the shingle until its blade (the flat part) is completely hidden. Angle it to one side, and tug on it until you feel the tool hook one of the nails holding the shingle in place. (Most shingles have up to four nails.) Next, hammer down on the handle where it turns to meet the blade, which will remove the fastener and any broken pieces of shingle. This will usually pull the nail out, and occasionally break it. Repeat until all of the pieces and fasteners are removed, evidenced by the ripper moving freely beneath the shingle. If the nails are so tight that you can't get the ripper beneath the shingle, you can try pulling on the shingle as you rock it from side to side. Often, this will cause it to split at the nail holes, allowing it to be dragged out. You'll then need to remove the nails with a pry bar or pliers, or install the new shingle with them in place. (Soft cedar can accommodate a bit of old nail.) If a shingle seems particularly stubborn, you can grip the butt end with plumber's slip joint pliers and repeatedly tap down on the pliers with a hammer to help wiggle it loose.

3. Once you've completely removed the shingle, measure the width of the gap. Subtract about 1/8" to 1/2" from your measurement, which allows the shingle to expand and contract in response to the weather, and find a shingle about that size. A wider shingle also can be sawn to size, or scored deeply with a utility knife and the excess snapped off. If this scoring technique produces an irregular break, use a block plane or pare with the utility knife to smooth the edge.
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4. Slide the new shingle into position beneath the course above, stopping when the butt end remains 1/2" to 3/4" longer than the adjacent shingles. Then, position a shingle nail 1/4" to 1" from the side of the shingle, and just under the butt end of the course above. Drive the nails just to the surface of the replacement shingle, without sinking them below. (Angling the nails a little will help them to seat properly later.) Repeat this process with another nail positioned 3/4" to 1" from the other side of the shingle. Remember that all shingles—slate and tile included—are hung, not fastened, so you don't want to hammer them too tightly. If necessary, use a nail set to avoid damaging the edges of the upper course.

5. Finally, place a block of wood against the butt end of the replacement shingle—this spreads the impact so you don't leave hammer marks—and hammer the block into position until it sits even with the adjacent shingles. This action effectively hides the new nails beneath the upper course. Now you've successfully patched a single shingle into an existing roof—a process that works on sidewalls and gables as well, and can be repeated as necessary to keep the ensemble of shingles in excellent shape.

Ray Tschoepe, one of OHJ's contributing editors, is the director of conservation at the Fairmount Park Historic Preservation Trust in Philadelphia.

Temporary Fix
When shingles fail, they commonly split along their length. If the split aligns with the seam between the two shingles beneath it, this is a problem of immediate concern, as water can flow through the break and possibly enter the house. You'll want make a temporary repair right away to prevent water damage while you track down replacement shingles and other materials.

To do this, take aluminum flashing and cut a strip about 2" wide and a little longer than the exposed area of the shingle. Slide the aluminum strip under the break, making sure that its top end slides beneath the shingle above. I like to slightly bend the strip of metal lengthwise so it resembles a very shallow rain gutter—this increases the friction and helps to keep it from sliding out.
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Guarding the Castle

A grand home gets a new lease on life, thanks to owners intent on protecting its architectural past.

*Story by Demetra Aposporos* ◆ *Photos by Joseph Hilliard*
In the late 1920s, Flint, Michigan, was the place to be. As the birthplace of General Motors, then a young company struggling to make automobiles fast enough to keep up with an unprecedented demand, the city of Flint was enjoying a remarkable boom. Jobs were plentiful, so much so that across the South and Midwest, people began leaving their struggling farms and migrating to Flint to vie for the promising and lucrative future a career in auto manufacturing could bring.

Meanwhile, the executives running GM were building lavish, refined homes worthy of their newfound success. In 1930, Edward T. Strong, the president of GM’s Buick division, built one such home. Constructed entirely of smooth-cut limestone with a red clay tile roof, and boasting more than 6,000 square feet (despite the Great Depression), the Mediterranean Revival house was designed by architect Joseph M. Savage to resemble the Montague house in Verona, Italy. Savage included romantic European flourishes like a Juliet balcony, an oriel window, and a crenellated tower, and he placed a stone fountain and reflecting pool in the garden.

Strong was a horseman, so the adjoining 5,000-square-foot carriage house contained a four-stall stable on its first floor beneath...
the staff apartments. Even the horses' living quarters were upscale—their stalls were crafted of fine mahogany, with several 8-foot-long radiators installed on the walls to ensure that the animals remained comfortable in the frigid Michigan winters. The home was so stunning that it was soon being used as the backdrop for many of Buick's national advertisements.

But by the time Mike Sanders and Tom Williams purchased the house in 2003, it had endured decades of slow decline. The roof had been leaking for years, which resulted in extensive plaster damage, and the once-lovely garden ran rampant out of control. "It was so overgrown, we couldn't see the front door," says Tom. And while the house came with a pedigreed history, its long list of problems...
made many potential buyers run in the other direction. "Everyone wanted to see this house, but nobody wanted to touch it," says Mike. Undaunted, the veteran restorers purchased the home and set to work.

**Top Priority**

Because they moved in during the winter, their first priority—repairing the failing roof—had to wait until spring. That gave Mike, an engineer, time to do some research. He started by identifying the tiles’ manufacturer—Ludowici—then getting on the phone with the company. They were a wealth of information. "When I told him the age of the house and where we lived, he said, 'Oh yeah, you’re right on schedule.'"

The employee explained that many of the tiles were probably fine, but the infrastructure—nails and flashings—was at the end of its lifespan, and needed to be replaced. When Mike asked about where to find tiles similar to ones that were broken, missing, or patched sloppily with a pot of tar, he learned that Ludowici has a stock of vintage tiles. "A week later, a box of different salvage tiles arrived," says Mike. One of them was a perfect match.

The materials problem solved, Mike set about finding someone who could remove the existing roof, install new copper underlayment, and put the tiles back on. He soon hit a roadblock. "I called several local roofers. All said they could do a spot repair on clay tile, but not the whole roof." Discussing this conundrum with an architect friend, Mike was directed to Mike Morrison, a general contractor who used to live in Arizona, where cement tile roofs—installed in much the same way—are common. Morrison was certain he could do the job, and when he came over to check out the roof, he ended up getting an extensive tour of the house. As he walked through, Mike and Tom pointed out all of the projects they had already mapped out. At each one, Morrison stated that he could do that, too. So Mike and Tom decided to give him a try, starting first with a small project on some puzzling doors in the basement.

The thick wooden doors lay on the floor, their elaborate hinges completely shot. "The
In the kitchen, appliances were returned to their original locations, new linoleum flooring was patterned on an original sample in the adjacent maid’s hall (above right), and the salmon Faience wall tiles were stripped of a beige paint job. Above left: Although you’d never know it, the pantry is a new build. Left: In the basement, a pair of hinged bookcases open to reveal a Prohibition-era bar.
ABOVE: One of the guest bedrooms has its own balcony, accessible through double arched doors. LEFT: The master bathroom is entirely original, and sports a separate shower and tub, double sinks, and Art Deco flourishes on its tiles—like the pastel bath mat and wall decoration, and the iridescent gold zigzag border.

hinges were all locked up, and the doors had gotten a little roughed up from being forced,” explains Mike. Morrison told them the hinges were manufactured by a company named Soss, which was still in business. In no time, he had the doors repaired and hanging in their proper place—fronting a Prohibition-era bar that’s completely hidden behind bookcases when the doors are closed.

Kitchen Designs
From there, work moved to the kitchen, a space outfitted in the 1950s with pink appliances. “We knew we wanted simple vintage cabinets, with ship’s-lock catches on the doors,” says Tom, who even had a photograph of an era butler’s pantry he aimed to re-create where the original one had since morphed into a tiki bar. Morrison crafted a new pantry that’s a doppelgänger for Tom’s photo, along with new period-inspired cabinet fronts for the existing solid base frames throughout the kitchen.

Mike and Tom decided to move the refrigerator back to its original place on a wall beside the maid’s stairway. When they pulled the old fridge out of the alcove it was nestled in, they found a surprise: A stripe of the beige tile around the kitchen walls here was a salmon pink. A closer look revealed that the main room’s accent tiles had been judiciously painted over. "We used paint stripper to take off the beige," says Tom.

Also hidden in the alcove was a ceiling vent, which Tom and Mike realized was for the original stove, so they decided this was
Above: The house enjoys extensive garden views from every window; this gate opens onto a fountain, with a stone reflecting pool and bench beyond. Right: The powder room speaks to its era with pink and cobalt tiles and a burgundy console sink sitting on chrome gazelle legs.

the place to put their range. The 1950s pink dishwasher they removed went via eBay to a couple in Palm Springs who'd spent years searching for one to complete their mid-century restoration. Tom and Mike also removed the worn '50s-era flooring and installed new linoleum in a pattern that copied the original rubber flooring in the adjacent maid's hall.

Changes Afoot

Another major flooring project involved uncovering the striking original floor tiles throughout the expansive entryway and breakfast room, which had been carpeted over in the 1950s, in some areas via carpet strips glued directly to them. The distinctive tiles, part of the home's bounty of Flint Faience tiles, were manufactured in a spark plug factory. (Read more about Flint Faience at oldhouseonline.com.) After attempts to loosen the tack-strip glue with several different solvents failed, Mike resorted to carefully chipping away at it with a hammer and chisel, and sometimes a razor blade, too. "Every night I'd remove about three or four inches of tack strip," he says.

By the time spring rolled around, the house was looking much more like its old self, and it was time to turn attention to the landscape. Tom hacked away at the jungle for weeks to get it under control. "It was really nice to get rid of the overgrowth and show off the details of the house," he says. Meanwhile, Mike used heat to thoroughly strip the paint off of the cypress garage doors. "The paint was something like half an inch thick," he says.

Morrison and his crew worked diligently on the roof nearly the entire summer. "They would do one section at a time, building shelves of wood to stack the tiles on until they could reinstall them," says Mike. The technique spared the crew the work of having to move all of the heavy tiles down to the ground, then back up again. As they finished, all the neighbors with original clay roofs on their houses flocked to Morrison for repairs as well.

Next, Mike brought in a master plasterer who cut out the damaged areas and repaired the ceilings, including an elaborate panelized treatment in the sunroom. Other projects included replacing the original 2-million-BTU boiler (a job that required a crane to hoist the old unit, in pieces, out of the basement), adding a small-duct air conditioning system, reglazing the original Crittal windows, and building custom interior wood storms to help offset heating costs. Mike designed the storms after an original he'd seen on another grand house in town, modifying the design to include an invisible
ABOVE: The carriage house has staff apartments above, with horse stalls and a three-car garage below. The garage contains a ceiling roundabout that helped to wrestle garden hoses when washing cars. LEFT: Mike stripped the cypress garage doors himself. Clay tiles were carefully stacked during roof restoration work. BELOW: An array of 1930s Buick ads that were shot on the grounds, a testament to the home's rich history.

bullet catch and hidden rubber weatherstripping for a better seal. Morrison measured and built the frames, and set in the glass. Mike and Tom did all the glazing, priming, and painting (the finish varies by room).

Mike and Tom's extensive research and meticulous restoration led to the house being listed as a local historic landmark. But despite all these accomplishments, Mike might be most proud of this one: He was able, after much detective work and a few cold calls, to locate the daughter of the architect, who was then in her 80s.

Denise Savage visited Flint and toured the house—which she'd last seen as a 6-year-old during its construction—shortly after its restoration was complete. She was very proud of her father's work, and to see it living on.

Learn more about Flint Faience tiles, and see additional tile photos from the house.
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Caulking an exterior door helps keep out the weather—both air infiltration that leads to chills and higher energy bills, and water that can lead to moisture damage. Caulking is a straightforward DIY repair, one that needs to be periodically updated through the years. If the caulk around your exterior doors is crumbling away or exhibits breaks or gaps, it could use refreshing.

After years spent weathering the elements, the caulk around this old door was beginning to fail (inset). If your caulk is similarly deteriorated, it’s time to renew it.

1. First, collect your tools: exterior caulk, a caulk gun, 5-in-1 tool, box-cutter knife, some type of mini pry bar (we used a beekeeper’s hive tool, which has a nice sharp edge), backer rod (foam cording), and a metal ruler. It also helps to have cleanup supplies at the ready: rags and water or paint thinner, depending upon your type of caulk (always follow manufacturer recommendations). We suggest using a caulk that is flexible, water-resistant, and paintable. →
2. Start by removing all traces of the old caulk and any backer materials. Use the pry bar to slice away the old caulk, the 5-in-1 tool to start digging out the backers, and your fingers to pull each away in lengths. You'll want the area to be as free of debris as possible before installing the new materials.

3. Next, evaluate your opening: Any gaps larger than $\frac{1}{4}$" need to be stuffed with a foam backer rod to improve the seal—caulk alone can't bridge the distance (and your new caulk will soon open up over these larger gaps if you skip this step). Compress the foam backer rod and carefully stuff it into the space, using the 5-in-1 tool to push it to an approximately uniform distance behind the opening. (Most manufacturers recommend a $\frac{1}{4}$" depth.) Double-check this measurement with your ruler.

4. Then it's time to apply the caulk. Be careful to cut the caulk tube at a 45-degree angle (using the box cutter), and run a test bead on a piece of cardboard before beginning. If your test bead is too narrow to adequately cover the gap, you'll need to cut the tube's opening a hair larger. Caulk slowly, and with a steady hand, aiming to create a solid bead down the length of the casing. If your gap was smaller than $\frac{1}{4}$", the final touch is to run your finger down the bead to give it a slightly concave surface. However, caulk beads applied over a backer rod can pull away from the casing after this is done, so are better left alone.
If you find yourself in Portland with a hankering for tasty Craftsman-style houses and stunningly floral front yards, head on over to Ladd’s Addition. You may get lost there, but you won’t be sorry.

Dense canopies of ancient elms and maples stretch above streets layered with wet, fallen petals that glisten like silver in Portland’s perpetual translucent mist. It rains a lot in Portland, but that’s a really good thing, especially for the roses, azaleas, camellias, wisterias, and rhododendrons that thrive in the City of Roses’ temperate climate.

The beautiful but complicated layout of Ladd’s Addition is credited to its developer, William Sargent Ladd, an entrepreneur who was twice Portland’s mayor. Possibly influenced by Pierre L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, D.C., he platted a 126-acre tract of farmland as a labyrinth of spoke-like avenues converging on a large circular...
ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT: A typical streetscape of Ladd's Addition Craftsman Foursquares. This full-fledged Craftsman home has wide, open eaves with distinctive brackets and a fine timber-work porch. BELOW: One of the district’s architectural gems, this 1909 house is a blend of Craftsman and Arts & Crafts influence. OPPOSITE: Lush, richly colored shrubs and flowers are a defining trait in Ladd’s Addition—and Portland.

Construction had scarcely begun when Ladd died in 1893, and it stalled for more than a decade, thanks to an economic downturn. Ladd’s plan survived, though, and was later enhanced in the 1910s by the addition of a number of artfully placed small public rose gardens.

The thoughtful Mr. Ladd mapped out many modern amenities—sidewalks, water, sewers, and even electricity. Power lines are tucked behind the houses in alleys that also afford garage access, leaving street-front areas mostly unencumbered by curb cuts and driveways.

Clearly Craftsman

Most of the approximately 240 houses in Ladd’s Addition, a solidly middle-class community from the beginning, are moderately sized—from one-story cottages to one-and-a-half-story bungalows to full-sized two-story houses. There are only a few very large residences, and a sprinkling of double (semi-detached) houses. (Apartment buildings are confined to the bordering streets.)

Not surprisingly, Craftsman-style houses, bungalows, and cottages constructed from 1905 until well into the 1920s are the basic building blocks in Ladd’s Addition. As the
The Portland bungalow is an informal, one-and-a-half-story, front- or side-gabled house, century turned, the Craftsman style was the darling of a rapidly expanding American middle class, lending character and distinction to even small and simple dwellings. Such houses were nationally promoted by East Coast tastemakers like Gustav Stickley, publisher of The Craftsman magazine, and Elbert Hubbard, founder of the Roycrofters craft community in East Aurora, New York, and they were enthusiastically received by home buyers in the Northwest. While other early 20th-century architectural styles—Old English, Cape Cod, Colonial Revival, and Spanish Colonial—are also represented, none of them comes close to matching the Craftsman presence in Ladd’s Addition.

How About That Bungalow?

The Portland bungalow is an informal, one-and-a-half-story, front- or side-gabled house,

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: This yellow Craftsman Foursquare contrasts with the grayed tones that predominate in Ladd’s Addition. The houses’ front porches are a welcoming feature—this one is part roofed, part pergola, providing better light to the interior. A low cobblestone retaining wall lines a walk accented with artfully arranged pebbles. A classic Craftsman bungalow features a river-cobble porch draped in wisteria, a common feature in this neighborhood.
Bungalow or Cottage?

Not every small house of the Craftsman persuasion is a bungalow. Some are actually cottages—one-story dwellings, usually of wood, generally (but not always) without a porch and often without the bungalow's telltale overhanging eaves or exposed rafter ends. Ladd's Addition has a number of these little charmers.

often with dormer windows lighting the upper floor, and always with a broad, deep front porch. The roof pitch is low and spreading, and, in the Craftsman mode, there are deeply overhanging eaves with exposed rafter ends and knee brackets.

Bungalows exemplify the Craftsman ideal of blending the home with the natural world around it. Built low to the ground and almost seeming to spring from the earth they stand on, they encourage easy movement between indoor spaces and out. The ubiquitous front porch, for example, was designed for comfort—shelter from the elements and a companionable spot to sit and chat and watch (or wave at) the passing world. The porch may sport sturdy, squared-off or chamfered posts, which are often battered (sloping inward toward the top); fat, smooth columns; or squat piers often topped with truncated posts, columns, or substantial planter boxes—another link with nature.

Windows are usually double-hung and frequently grouped in pairs, threes, or fours. Large picture windows capture as much light as possible on Portland’s grayest days and provide yet another connection with the outside world.

Building materials are varied, and more than one may be used on the same structure. In Ladd’s Addition, exterior walls are typically wood clapboards, shingles, or a combination of the two, either painted or stained. Shingled second stories over clapboard first stories are common. There is also some stucco, stone, cast stone, or brick, mostly on porches. Craftsman architecture frequently uses local or regional materials—here, stone from local quarries or rocks from Portland’s rivers enhance foundations or porch piers, while walls are shingled with wood from the nearby forests.

Craftsman Clues

As for larger, two-story houses, the Foursquare and the Craftsman house—both of which are prevalent in Ladd’s Addition—share many qualities. The major difference is that the Foursquare most often has a hipped rather than a gabled roof, sometimes with a cornice, but most often without overhanging eaves and
Exposed rafters. It may have either a front-corner entrance and side hall or a central entrance and center hall. It also has a sizable front porch. And if you’re wondering where the name comes in, picture this: a rectangular or nearly square house with four rooms upstairs and four down.

The Craftsman house, by contrast, has a gable roof, generally front-facing but sometimes with side or cross gables. It has either a full-width or entry porch, and shares all the style traits of the Craftsman bungalow—broad eaves, exposed rafters, bands of grouped windows, and picture windows. Additionally, horizontal bands resembling string courses may divide the stories.

What's in a Layout?

The unique plan of Ladd's Addition is key to the subdivision's distinctive appearance and appeal. The layout resembles a giant snowflake, with multiple spokes (i.e., streets) arising from a central core (a circular landscaped park) and radiating to the sides and corners of a rectangle. Secondary streets run parallel to the spokes, and an octagon of streets is superimposed in the midst of it all.

Although the development is only about eight by 10 blocks in area, and the streets themselves are carefully designed, the plan rapidly morphs into a confusing complexity for first-time visitors. Paradoxically, therein lies the charm: the creation of a cozy, self-contained neighborhood neatly encapsulated within the rectangular plain of east-side Portland.

Laid out in 1891, this choice neighborhood is recognized locally and by the National Register as the city's oldest planned residential development.
The Craftsman dwellings of Ladd’s Addition may lack the high-style panache of, say, Greene and Greene’s “ultimate bungalows” in Pasadena. Most of them here, and elsewhere in Portland, are most likely from house-plan books or ready-cut house companies like Sears or Montgomery Ward. Nonetheless, Ladd’s Addition is exactly what America’s Arts & Crafts movement was all about: everyday life, lived simply, thoughtfully, and, above all, beautifully. The proof is all around: in the well-used and lovingly tended Ladd’s Circle, in the district’s tiny public gardens (the City of Portland’s rose-testing grounds), in the yards produced by generations of talented gardeners, and in all those elm trees, jealously guarded and inoculated against disease each year by a small army of volunteers. Most telling, perhaps, are the houses themselves—still treasured for their quiet good looks that awkward changes, additions, and maintenance lapses are few. Could it get much better for a historic district? 

This popular Craftsman-style bungalow features squat, battered porch posts and a ribbon of small dormer windows.
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800-769-6196; www.aesampsonandson.com

Abatron
CleAstrip™
CleAstrip™ removes multiple layers in one application. It contains no caustics or methylene chloride and has a very low odor. It clings easily to vertical surfaces and will not mar wood patina. Use for superior performance on most paints and varnishes including latex, alkyd, urethane and epoxy.
800-445-1754; www.abatron.com

Alameda Shade Shop
Custom Roller Shades
Old-fashioned roller shades to fit your style of home. Many patterns to choose from. Finest wood rollers and classic materials are used in our roller shades. Personal attention to details.
510-522-0633; www.shadeshop.com

American Building Restoration Products, Inc.
American Building Restoration Products, Inc., has been the premier developer of high-performance coating systems since 1970. The ABRP Inc., product line tackles the restoration and preservation of wood, masonry, metal and glass. Our line of 60-plus specialty products has built a strong base of customer satisfaction. Download our complete catalog at www.abrp.com.
800-346-7532; www.abrp.com

American Restoration Tile
American Restoration Tile is a custom ceramic tile manufacturing company. We specialize in reproducing the tiles of the past to facilitate restoration of historically significant buildings and residences. Visit our website for more information.
501-455-1000; www.restorationtile.com

Bendheim Cabinet Glass
Breathe new life into existing cabinets. Elegant decorative glass inserts from Bendheim Cabinet Glass, available for purchase online.
800-221-7379;
www.bendheincabinetglass.com

Bucks County Soapstone
Soapstone is a simple contributor to its environment never dominating the scene. This slant front hand-built sink is accessorized with our recessed and runnels combination drainboard.
215-249-8181; www.BCSoapstone.com

Acorn Manufacturing
Acorn is the finest and largest manufacturer and distributor of forged iron builders hardware in the United States, dedicated to providing the highest quality products, timely delivery and the most knowledgeable and courteous customer service.
800-835-0121;
www.acornmfg.com

American International Tool Industries
The PaintShaver® Pro strips lead or regular paint from clapboards, shingles, or any flat surface while collecting the debris into a vacuum. Meets EPA guidelines.
800-932-5872; www.paintshaver.com

Bendheim Cabinet Glass
Breathe new life into existing cabinets. Elegant decorative glass inserts from Bendheim Cabinet Glass, available for purchase online.
800-221-7379;
www.bendheincabinetglass.com

www.oldhouseonline.com
Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chestnut, oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique posts and beams. All flooring wood is hand selected, kiln dried, then remilled to customer specifications.
860-283-4209; www.chestnutspec.com

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide.
800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Carlson's Barnwood Company
Reclaimed antique flooring in oak, pine, and other species. Barnwood planks and beams.
800-734-5824; www.carlonsbarnwood.com

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide.
800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

CTA Products
CTA manufactures Outlast® NBS 30 Time Release Insect Repellent Additive for exterior paints and stains and Outlast® Q® Log Oil Stain, one-coat treatment provides rot and termite control, water repellency and beautiful color in a single application. CTA also makes a variety of cleaning products, interior treatments and deck finishes.
877-536-1446; www.OutlastCTA.com

Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty
Repair wood and plaster with Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty. It can be sawed, chiseled, polished, colored, and molded. Durham's sticks, stays put, and will not shrink. Fill cracks, crevices, joints, knotholes, and nail holes.
515-243-0491; www.waterputty.com

Decorators Supply
Est. 1883. 13,000 applied ornaments. Hand cast plaster rosettes, crown and complete plaster ceiling designs. Hundreds of period-style capitals and brackets in numerous sizes.
800-792-2093; www.decoratorsupply.com

Eco-Strip
703-476-6222; www.eco-strip.com

Elmira Stove Works
Vintage-styled Northstar appliances from Elmira Stove Works are available in gas, electric or dual fuel; nine colors… ranges, fridges, microwaves, hoods, dishwashers. Also available in 1890s antique styles. As shown $4,495 MSRP.
800-295-8498; www.elmirastoveworks.com

Fagan's Forge LLC
When Function Requires Beauty
Beautiful reproduction iron hardware for your home and outbuildings. Authentic hand-forged strap hinges, latches, handles, H&L hinges, slide bolts, and cabinet hardware. Family owned, superb customer service, and affordable pricing.
860-377-3232; www.fagansforge.com

www.oldhouseonlin.com
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**Product Showcase**

**Franmar Chemical**
Imagine stripping the finish off of the kitchen cupboards while the family is eating in the same room. No problem with the all-natural Soy-Gel®, the paint and urethane remover made from soybeans. No odor, environmentally safe, and can remove multiple layers with only one application.
800-538-5069; www.franmar.com
Circle 024 on Free Information Card

**Goddard Spiral Stairs**
Small, friendly company that custom-builds spiral stairs to customer's specifications, from original steel to all wood or any combination of the two. Interior models as well as exterior. Your stair can be built in compliance with building code, or something more economical for a limited amount of useable space. High quality, economical pricing.
800-536-4341; www.spiral-staircases.com
Circle 026 on Free Information Card

**House of Antique Hardware**
Lavender crystal gives this classic Arts & Crafts design a fresh outlook. Shop our online catalog for thousands of fine hardware reproductions, as well as the best in period lighting.
888-223-2545; www.HOAFL.biz
Circle 029 on Free Information Card

**Innerglass Window Systems**
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy conservation and soundproofing. An interior storm that outperforms almost any replacement, yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your historic house. Invisible from the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too.
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com
Circle 030 on Free Information Card

**Lignomat Moisture Meter**
Detect moisture before any damage occurs. Photo shows moisture meter with extension to easily measure hard-to-reach places. Mini-Ligno S/DC moisture meter measures moisture in wood, drywall and other building materials. The slim electrode can be easily extended with a broom stick to check areas high up without a ladder or low down without crouching.
800-227-2105; www.lignomat.com
Circle 034 on Free Information Card

**MetalCeilingExpress**
Metalceilingexpress, custom manufacturer of tin ceiling tiles. American made tin ceiling tiles in 35 patterns with more than 40 colors to choose from.
941-723-2288; www.metalceilingexpress.com
Circle 035 on Free Information Card

**Mission Lights**
Website of Mission and Craftsman style lamps and lights like Kichler Lighting's Morris Outdoor Lantern.
800-736-0126; www.thebrightspot.com

**OverBoards**
OverBoards offers heavy-duty, solid extruded aluminum covers for baseboard heat units. They're made to complement your home's classic architectural details.
508-339-4500; www.gow-overboard.com
Circle 004 on Free Information Card

**Period Architecture, Ltd.**
Period Architecture, Ltd. is a full-service property planning and architectural design firm specializing in custom, period-inspired design. Whether designing a renovation, addition or a new residence Period Architecture, Ltd. provides thoughtful, well-detailed designs of substance, quality and beauty.
610-719-0101; www.periodarchitectureltd.com
Circle 039 on Free Information Card
The Period Arts Fan Company
The Period Arts Fan Company was founded to develop authentic ceiling fans true to the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century architectural, interior and product design movements. 888-588-3267; www.periodarts.com
Circle 040 on Free Information Card

Rejuvenation
The Hood is based on several fixtures made between 1910 and 1920; a straightforward, functional design that produces maximum light with minimum fuss. Globe size changes the look: choose the 12" for a demure, schoolhouse approach, or the 18" to create a focal point that looks anything but basic. 888-401-1900; www.rejuvenation.com

Rockler Woodworking & Hardware
With Rockler's Shutter Jig System, building your own shutters is easy. Build either fixed or movable louvered style and save up to 75% over the cost of custom ordered shutters. 800-279-4441; www.rockler.com
Circle 044 on Free Information Card

Sawle Mill, Inc.
Aromatic cedar closet liner is a great product. Made from 1/2" thick, eastern red cedar in a green friendly way. Naturally repellant to moths and other insects, fragrant and beautiful. Our closet liner is a top seller from our moulding shop. 402-497-3571; www.sawlemill.com
Circle 046 on Free Information Card

Sunrise Specialty
Introducing our new Aluminum Clad Piedmont tub with Thermostatic Shower. Offering fine period bathware featuring only solid brass fittings, titanium glazed cast iron tubs-assembled and finished in California. 510-729-7277; www.sunrisespecialty.com
Circle 050 on Free Information Card

Trustworth Studios
Trustworth Studios Arts & Crafts Wallpapers based on designs of Voysey, Morris, etc. Also posters, needlework kits, lighting, accessories. Design consultation available online. 508-746-1847; www.trustworth.com
Circle 054 on Free Information Card

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains, fills, seals, protects, and beautifies all in one coat. Apply to furniture, paneling, antiques, floors, doors, woodwork, picture frames, cutting boards and gun stocks. Easy to repair if surface is damaged. 920-722-8355; www.velvitproducts.com
Circle 055 on Free Information Card

Williamsburg Blacksmiths
Circle 059 on Free Information Card

Wooden Radiator Cabinet Company
The Perfect Cover-Up!
The Wooden Radiator Cabinet Company provides the finest custom-built cabinets in the country, turning eyesores into elegant and functional furniture. We offer durable, elegant and affordable radiator and baseboard covers, PTAC, fan coil covers and bookcases from classic to contemporary. Just push them in place for an elegant cabinet or window seat. 800-817-9110; www.woodenradiatorcabinet.com
Circle 061 on Free Information Card
Exterior Product Showcase

**Allied Window, Inc.**
Allied Window has a wide range of custom "invisible" storm windows, for both exterior and interior applications. Special shapes, custom colors and energy-saving Low-E glass are all routine. Screens and 99% UV reduction available. Whether you are a professional in the field or a homeowner, our abilities allow us to address your needs from conventional to extraordinary.
800-445-5411; www.invisiblestorms.com

**AMW Door and Window**
Custom windows and doors that reflect your distinctive style. We work hand in hand with builders, architects, homeowners, preservationists, museums and churches to provide custom doors, windows, and cabinetry that require precision detail.
203-696-0873; www.amwdoorandwindow.com

**CedarShingles.com**
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to homeowners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com

**Classic Rock Face Block**
American company still producing Rock Face Concrete Blocks for new construction or repairs to foundations or house walls ca. 1895–1930. Cast from original molds, block options include: standard Classic at 8x8x16 inches; Panel Blocks at 8x8x16, and at 8x8x24 block.
727-480-6768; www.classicrockfaceblock.com

**Crestview Doors**
Timeless classics from the 20s and beyond. Crestview Doors has the right design for your house, too. Dealers in more than 20 cities nationwide.
866-454-6302; www.crestviewdoors.com

**Dow’s Eastern White Shingles**
Maine-based manufacturer of top-quality Eastern white cedar shingles and shakes, in sizes from 3/8" x 16", 5/8" x 18", and 3/4" x 24". They now offer the hand-split look of traditional shakes. All grades and sizes; custom sawing.
207-884-8299;
www.dowseasternwhiteshingles.com

**Ecoshel**
Ecoshel combines the highest quality western red cedar shingles with fast, easy installation, and a built-in vented rain-screen that prevents cupping and decay.
404-350-0540; www.ecoshel.com

**Granville Manufacturing Co.**
Suppliers of specialty wood products and exterior siding, roofing, and trim packages. Also interior trim and flooring.
802-767-4747; www.woodsiding.com

**Classic Gutter System**
Classic Gutter Systems offer a complete half round gutter system in copper, aluminum and Galvalume including an extensive selection of cast fascia and downspout brackets.
295-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com

**CedarShingles.com**
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to homeowners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com

**Crestview Doors**
Timeless classics from the 20s and beyond. Crestview Doors has the right design for your house, too. Dealers in more than 20 cities nationwide.
866-454-6302; www.crestviewdoors.com

**CedarShingles.com**
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to homeowners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com

**Granville Manufacturing Co.**
Suppliers of specialty wood products and exterior siding, roofing, and trim packages. Also interior trim and flooring.
Heritage Lanterns
Meticulously handcrafted reproductions of 18th and early 19th century lights. Made to order in a variety of styles, sizes, and metal finishes.
800-544-6070; www.heritagelantemns.com
Circle 028 on Free Information Card

Katie's Light House
Crafters of fine colonial reproduction and colonial-inspired light fixtures. Visit our website to order wood and tin chandeliers, lamps, outdoor lights, sconces, and pendant lights, all handmade in America.
866-508-2459; www.katieslighthouse.com
Circle 031 on Free Information Card

Kestrel Shutters & Doors
Custom size. Interior and exterior. Designs of doors and shutters include louvered, panel, board and batten, tongue-and-groove, glass, mirror, beadboard as well as custom designs and historic reproductions.
800-494-4321; www.diyshutters.com
Circle 032 on Free Information Card

Mon-Ray, Inc.
For more than 60 years, Mon-Ray, Inc. has been the leader in high performance storm windows for historic projects to conserve energy, reduce noise and retain original appearances.
800-544-3646; www.monray.com
Circle 036 on Free Information Card

Primrose Distributing/Olde Century Colors
Keep the charm alive and recapture the glow of the past with the quality and selection of the present. These colors are selected for the restoration of historic architecture, furniture and craft projects.
800-222-3092; www.oldecenturycolors.com
Circle 042 on Free Information Card

Sheldon Slate Products
Mines and manufactures slate products including roofing slate, sinks, counters, floor tile, and monuments. Business from earth to finished product. Custom work a specialty.
207-997-3615; www3heldonslate.com
Circle 047 on Free Information Card

Timberlane, Inc.
Custom exterior shutters available in both wood and maintenance free Endurian. All hand crafted and built to order. Most orders ship within 2 weeks. Extensive selection of authentic shutter hardware in stock for immediate delivery. Full painting services. Specializing in reproductions and matching of existing shutters.
800-250-2221; www.timberlane.com
Circle 052 on Free Information Card

Touchstone Woodworks
Winterize your home with a mahogany screen/storm door, custom-made to complement your entry door, like the Wellington style shown here. Request a quote on our website.
330-297-1313; www.touchstonewoodworks.com
Circle 053 on Free Information Card

Vintage Doors
Handcrafted solid wood doors that are made-to-order and built to last. Full line of screen/storm doors, porch panels, exterior and interior doors, Dutch, French, louver and more. Make your home stand out from the rest!
800-787-2001; www.vintagedoors.com
Circle 056 on Free Information Card
Elmira Stove Works
Ranges • Cookstoves
Range Hoods • Microwaves
Refrigerators • Dishwashers

Let us build one for you.
ElmiraStoveWorks.com
1 800 295 8498

Woodway Post Caps
Woodway offers authentic products to meet your period home needs. From lattice and paneling to original post cap designs. Woodway’s commitment to excellence has made them the professional’s choice.
800-459-8718: www.WoodwayProducts.com

The must-have resource for period-inspired homes!
Find everything for your old-house project—hardware, lighting, plumbing, decor, floor and wall treatments, and more. Browse for ideas, find inspiration, and search suppliers.

Order today at DesignCenterSourcebook.com
or call 1-800-850-7279.

SPECIAL OFFER $7.99
(Promo code SB12)
Offer ends September 30, 2012
Use Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, rebuild missing material, and mold new objects. It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking. You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, lumber, building material, and paint dealers everywhere. waterputty.com

Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304
Ugly Heaters?

Innerglass® Interior Storm Windows:
- Maintain the charm and beauty of your existing windows
- Significantly reduce heating and cooling bills
- Compression-Fit to eliminate drafts completely
- Greatly reduce outside noise
- Are perfect for enclosing screen porches
- Save energy; save money and save history!

1-800-743-6207 • www.stormwindows.com

Upgrade to
OverBoards!

OverBoards are high-quality classic upgrades for radiant baseboards. Foundry-crafted of solid cast aluminum, OverBoards install easily over your existing baseboards, and complement your home's classic architectural details.

Call 1-877-466-8372 or visit us at www.Go-OverBoard.com

What do George Washington's home, Mount Vernon, and historic Sotterly Plantation have in common?
Both are considered national treasures. Both have excellent and thorough preservation teams. Both use Outlast Q® Log Oil.

Decay and Rot control for wood roofs, fencing, semi-transparent stained siding/logs and MORE.

877-536-1446
www.OutlastCTA.com
info@OutlastCTA.com
Historic Properties

SPOTLIGHT PROPERTY

BELLAIRE, MI—Recognized by the Society of Architectural Historians as the "most perfect example of Queen Anne Victorian architecture," this circa 1890 established B&B is one of the most photographed buildings in the nation. 6,600 sq ft on one-half acre corner lot. Handcrafted birdseye maple woodworking, custom fireplaces and original electrified lights with hand painted plaster medallions! 4 bedrooms with private baths plus 1,500 sq ft. innkeepers' quarters on 3rd floor. 2005 carriage house with 2 suites above oversized 2-bay garage. Popular year-round recreation area. $649,900 turn-key; $900,000 real estate. Ken Fedraw, 231-533-6111. www.grandvictorian.com/forsale.htm


MIDDLETOWN, DE—Built in 1877 by Governor Biggs, this home offers 6,000 sq ft of living space with 8 bedrooms and 3.5 baths. On over 1/2 acre of land with street parking as well as a rear private entrance and detached 2-car garage on historical Cass St. More than $20,000 in period items adorn the craftsmanship which has lovingly been restored to its original luster. Medallions, moldings, archways, staircase, and more. MLS # 5979917. 553-0900. Jay Heilman, Delaware Homes Real Estate, 302-378-9510.


COMO, MS—Circa 1892 Queen Anne on National Register on 3 1/2 acres. 5 fireplaces and custom plantation shutters. Cook's kitchen with commercial Viking range. 2 dishwashers, double sinks and granite countertops. Wet-bar and butler's pantry. 4 bedrooms. 3 full baths. All new mechanicals. 3-car garage with office and storage. 1,000 sq ft guesthouse with 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. kitchen and living room. $449,900. Teresa Wallace, Bob Leigh & Associates, 662-457-5418.
WILSON, NC—Brick Gothic Revival Church, circa 1920. Would make a wonderful 3,121 sq. ft. residence. Slate roof, stained glass windows, wrought iron door hinges, decorative stone-capped parapets, and arched corbelled surrounds. Qualifies for Historic Tax Credits and 50% reduction on property taxes. Walk to commercial and cultural district, 40 minutes to Raleigh, 2 hours to beach. $117,000. Kathryn Bethune, Preservation of Wilson. 252-234-7904. www.preservationofwilson.com

KEENE VALLEY, NY—Great piece of Adirondack history at a bargain price! Amazing great camp with original circa 1880 charm & character. Beautiful woodwork throughout, 5 large fireplaces, 2 kitchens, unique balcony in living room. Huge bedrooms, many porches including 2 large sleeping porches. 9 bedrooms, 35 baths. River access and mountain views. 80% of the house is seasonal while remainder used year-round. $349,000. Adirondack Realty. 518-576-9840. www.adkrealty.com


ARLINGTON, VA—Request for proposal—Historic Reeves Farmhouse, Arlington County is seeking an individual or group financially capable of rehabilitating and reusing the farmhouse, once part of a dairy farm, located at 400 N. Manchester St., Arlington, Virginia. The farmhouse overlooks a scenic park and resides within a friendly neighborhood. For details please visit www.arlingtonva.us search Master Planning. Parks and Recreation. Diane G. Probus. 703-228-0787.


KENBRIDGE, VA—Brickland, Federal plantation house, on 41.79 acres. Completed in 1822 with 10 rooms; then the largest house in the county. Its historic integrity with plastered moldings, arched doorways, Palladian windows and 10 fireplaces has not been compromised. Many restored outbuildings. Period landscaping. Pool. $695,000. Max Sempowski, Antique Properties div. of Keller Williams. 434-391-4855. www.oldhouseproperties.com
Just Hangin’

Kee[ning up all those elaborate Victorian and Ed[wardian homes was hard work. So, after a long day directing the gardeners moving shrubbery, the laborers repairing the stable, or the painters touch­ing up the front porch, who could fault an exhausted Gibson Girl for taking a few minutes to stop and smell the roses from the comfort of her Patterson-Patent Hammock-Couch?

Founded in 1887, Patterson Manufacturing Company published Hammock Comfort in 1908 to promote their latest woven wonder, which could be used virtually anywhere: “in the seashore cottage, the mountain bungalow, that cabin by the lake, in flats or apartments...for camp, for piazza, for lawn, for houseboat or yacht, for the den, for the cozy corner.” The Patterson-Patent Hammock-Couch was touted as “cool, clean, and sanitary” and “heartily endorsed by physicians” (perhaps those relaxing in the hammock at their lakeside cabins or on their yachts).

Typical of the era’s enthusiasm for endlessly inventive (and trademarked) “improvements,” the Hammock-Couch boasted patented adjustable ends, patented spreaders, a patented 3” box mattress, and even a proprietary attached side pocket for your book, magazine, or sewing project. (Just about the only thing not patented was the “Wiltonere Navajo Rug” you could buy for underneath the hammock). Each one was also weight tested with 1,000 pounds before leaving the factory. Whether its owner was a hard worker or not, the Patterson-Patent Hammock-Couch certainly was.

Bo Sullivan is the historian for Rejuvenation and the owner of Arcalus Period Design in Portland, Oregon. He is an avid collector and researcher of original trade catalogs.
Classic Gutter Systems, L.L.C.
Artistry, charm and elegance

"Old World" style heavy-duty copper, aluminum and galvalume half round gutters
- Up to 26' shipped nationally
- 26 styles of cast fascia brackets
- Roof mount options available

Phone 269.665.2700 Fax 269.665.1234

www.classicgutters.com

We Can Solve Your Paint Removal Problems
The PaintShaver® Pro will strip 1 square foot of lead or regular paint from clapboards, shingles, or any flat surface in 20 seconds while collecting the debris into any vacuum.

"Dust-Free" Paint Stripping and Sanding Tools

The PaintShaver® Pro will strip 1 square foot of lead or regular paint from clapboards, shingles, or any flat surface in 20 seconds while collecting the debris into any vacuum.

PAINTSHAVER®

Bungalow Basics, Doors
Doors were thought to be not only functional in the bungalow era, but a contribution to the architectural style of the house. Discover the many doors represented in this small book.
Retail $12.95 / SALE $9.50

Trim Carpentry
Illustrated with hundreds of photos and drawings, this book provides all the step-by-step information you need to get professional results.
Retail $19.95 / SALE $13.95

Working Windows
Repair hints, easy ways to clean and restore hardware, stripping, refinishing, painting, glass cleaning, disassembling and repairing are just some of the topics you will find in this must have window repair book.
Retail $16.95 / SALE $11.95

Visit us at HomeBooksAndMore.com or call 800.850.7279.

www.oldhouseonline.com
Sinking Feeling

When old-house owners seek more space, they often tend to drift into uncharted architectural waters. Take, for example, these two Tudors. While one (at right) sails smoothly along with its original 1930s storybook massing, cross-gabled roofline, and double-hung sash windows (including a distinctive seven-over-one picture window), its neighbor (at left) travels stormier seas. Its jutting modern upper story appears like a wave about to crash down on the original roofline, and its windows are as random in size and shape as seagulls on the horizon.

"It's an awful attempt at creating a modern-looking second story," says our contributor. We think that when architectural features get caught in a changing tide, it's easy to get beached.
Two GREAT Lead based Paint Strippers!
Made from soybeans!

100% Biodegradable • Easy Clean Up • Removes MULTIPLE layers

These two great lead based paint strippers are a great addition to your store for your customers. They contain no methylene chloride, are not alkaline based strippers and each cleans up easy with a degreaser or water. Unlike traditional strippers, SOY•Gel and LEAD OUT let your customers work without the odor indoors or outdoors for a guaranteed safe restoration process!

SOY • Gel
Paint & Urethane Remover

SOY•Gel is designed to remove multiple layers of virtually any type of coating. Gel formulated for easy use on horizontal and vertical surfaces. During the removal of lead based paint, lead becomes encapsulated in the gel, preventing air born lead particles, allowing for safe and easy disposal. Our tried and true paint stripper SOY•Gel is a customer favourite for any restoration job!

Franmar's
LEAD OUT
Lead Paint Remediator/Remover

Franmar's LEAD OUT is a new exciting lead based paint remover that renders lead paint nonhazardous for safe removal. LEAD OUT uses a special patented system that reacts with lead at the molecular level to alter the lead compound to a nonhazardous compound permanently. The result is a simple and affordable way to safely remove lead-paint.

Call Today!
800-538-5069 www.franmar.com

** sold in quarts, gallons, 2.5 gallons, and 5 gallons

** sold in quarts, gallons, 2 gallons, 5 gallons
Handcrafted. Period.

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com